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During the first half of 2022, there’s been a welcome uptick in
visits to our Customer Demonstration Center in Andover, MA, and
we could not be happier to open our doors for our customers,
partners, and dealers again. At the same time, our virtual
demonstration schedule has not slowed down! Now, we are
conducting more demonstrations than ever – both in-person and
virtual – with the realization that our customers prefer the flexibility
to decide what works best for their production schedules, travel
availability, and many other factors.
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investment in their equipment. Using the SmartSlitter as
an example, Sparaco explains that it is simple to train a
new team member and finishing business cards is easily
accomplished with the equipment, even for less experienced
operators. “On the majority of the Horizon equipment,” he
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says, “you can train someone quickly to get up and running.
code to view
They make equipment that holds up well and just lasts.” an intro to our
He also appreciates that with Standard Horizon, there arevirtual demos
always improvements and upgrades that can be integrated
over time to increase efficiency. Sparaco highlights the SPFDoug Reny
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In-person events, both large and small, have officially
returned! We travelled all over North America in the
first half of 2022 to meet and exchange knowledge
and insights with people from every area of the
industry, and we look forward to an equally busy
second half of the year! 2
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Ricoh VIP Inkjet Showcase 2022 January 13–15
Standard’s Mark Hunt and Johan Laurent visited Boulder, CO, to learn
more about Ricoh’s inkjet solutions alongside fellow attendees while
also offering demonstrations on the efficiency of Hunkeler’s Gen8
Roll-to-Cut/Stack solution. (photo 1)

The beauty of this new formula is that we can mix and match
throughout the evaluation process! Some customers prefer to visit
us, but then they need a quick virtual follow-up to clarify additional
questions. Others might visit us in-person this month but opt for
a virtual demonstration the next month to discuss a completely
different need. It’s exciting to see the future of finishing unfold in
such a productive way for our customers while achieving the same
end goal – delivering the highest quality finished products in the
most efficient way possible.

Our customer case stories in this issue reflect this common end
goal. Both are experiencing time and labor savings like never
before with the help of our finishing solutions. Premier, based
in Portland, Oregon, is gaining significant efficiencies with their
inline Hunkeler Roll-to-Cut/Stack solution, shaving weeks off the
production process for one direct mail client. Meanwhile, the new
Horizon Rotary Die Cutter at AlphaGraphics in Tempe, Arizona, is
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Dscoop Edge Rockies March 6–9
Standard’s Steve Martinez hosted an information session on the
latest in feeding and finishing technology during this 3-day event in
Boulder, CO, where we also had the
5 opportunity to speak one-on-one
with attendees about Hunkeler and Horizon finishing and catch up on
industry trends. (photo 2)
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February 2022. According to Sparaco, the new machine has
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allowed them more control over the time to delivery, allowBMI Spring Management Conference May 15–17
ing them to develop additional in-demand core products that
created hassles before acquiring the die cutter. As a longtime member of The Book Manufacturers’ Institute,

Standard was an active participant in this year’s event, which was

One such hassle was a monthly recurring order for die cut
held in Atlanta, GA, and offered members rich learning opportunities
label sheets. Before the RD-N4055, Sparaco explained that
focused on sustainability, supply chain, and workforce development
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running variable on them. On top of that expense, they were
1: A finished booklet is collected off of the high-production,
running into issues with the labels coming off inside
the
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digital press and gumming up the machine with the glue.
2,3: Perfect bound books fresh from the
With the new RD-N4055, Sparaco can buy less expensive
Horizon BQ-280 PUR Perfect Binder
Amplify June 14–16
uncut sheets that are processed and then kiss-cut on the die
4: Daniel High quickly sets up a job on the touchscreen
The Standard Horizon
RD-N4055 Die Cutting System and CRF-362
of the Horizon AFC-564 Cross-Folder
cutter. Says Sparaco, “Kiss cutting is very fast to set up, and
Creaser/Folder will be on display in Booth 619, in partnership with local
we are just knocking those out.”
5: The new RD-N4055 Die Cutting System was added
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The RD-N4055 also helped Sparaco bring an important
6: Charles Goffnett and Michael Sinkula meet to review
labor-intensive job requiring die cut vouchers in nine
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then Sparaco’s team had to spend up to eight man hours
Bottom: Finished booklets are stacked out of the
manually stripping the vouchers, counting them, and
high-production SPF-200A Bookletmaker with 20 bins
PRINTING United
October 19–21
bagging them in stacks of 50.
Top right: High and Becker wait at the delivery
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Las Vegas! Stay tuned for more news on all of the equipment that
will be running live in our booth.
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